implies that -^(t^O) exists and is or equal to the identity. If we don't require extra condition (1), then classical results on this subject can be found in [5] .
An example.
Let L : R 71 x R -> R 71 x R be a linear map of the form L(-u, r) = (LsV, p,r) with |Ls| < 1 < /A. Suppose that ft is a homeomorphism such that /ioL=Loftona domain W of the form V x] -6, c[, where V C R^O} is a fundamental domain for Ls in the sense that there exists a disk D in R 71 containing 0 such that V = D\L,s{D).
By "saturation", this conjugacy extends to (at least) (D\{0}) x ] -e,e[ since for every (v,r) in (P\{0}) x] -c,e[ there exists a (unique) N eN such that £-^,r) C V x]-c,6[; put/i(i;,r) = L^o/io£-^,r). In general, h does not necessarily extend to {0} x] -c, e[. However, if h satisfies estimates like in (1) on W, it extends to the identity on {0} x] -e, 6 [. In fact, we claim that for any sequence (^,r,) converging to (0,r) we have that h(vi, Ti) converges to (0, r). Let M € N be so that L-^ (-y,, n) e W. Since 
Conjugacy near an invariant manifold.
If VQ € V is a fixed point of / and if the codimension of V in M is one, then in [2] one obtained the following result near VQ : derivative Nf is a hyperbolic (pure) contraction i.e. if sup|7V/a;| < 1.
x€V
A counterexample for this, even without asking extra conditions (1) , was given by S. van Strien, [13] . THEOREM 2 [13] . 
A similar example exists for flows.
We need a few preliminaries : Let V be a manifold and let /,/' : V x R -^ V x R be two diffeomorphisms, normally tangent at V x {0}. Suppose that the radial behavior (in the R-direction) is expansive, and that the tangential behavior (in y-direction) is "less expansive" (a precise statement follows). Then we have the following result. Proof. -Since we only claim a conjugacy on a uniform neighbourhood of V we may modify / and /' outside such a uniform neighbourhood as follows.
Let r : R -> [-1/2,1/2] be a fixed C°° function with the following properties :
We denote, for c > 0 and r e R:
Instead of / and /' we will consider, for e > 0, the maps fe resp. f^ defined as follows (we only give the definition for fe since j[ is treated similarly). 
V be the projection and f = f\V x {0},
From now on we drop the index e and we assume that / and /' satisfy the properties and estimates of the lemmas above. Proof. -The proof will include two sublemmas. Let us introduce some notations.
For a map h = (hy, hr) :V x R -> V x R we define for each e > 0
where Jd is the identity of V x R. We put
Ee = {h : V x R-^V x R is continuous and D^(h,Id) < 00}
and for h,h f € Ee:
Then (Ee,De) is a complete pseudometric space. For h e Ee we define PA:yxR-^yxRby
Proof. -Let /i e JSg(l). Let TT^,,^ denote the projections from V x R onto V resp. R.
Denote / = f\V x {0} and write /-^r) = (i/,^).
NORMALLY TANGENT DIFFEOMORPHISMS 221 a) One has, using Lemma 1
if (T,£ are sufficiently small and if |r| <, e.
b) Also, using the assumption on /3,
if e is sufficiently small and if |r| < e. This proves the sublemma. n SUBLEMMA 2.
-If e > 0 is small then P : Ee(l) -> Ee(l) is a contraction.
Proof. -Let h,h' € Ee(l) and write f~l(v,r) = (v',r'). Proof. -We apply Lemma 3 to a and f3 instead of a, /3. This is possible if a and /3 are close to a resp. f3. We obtain an e close to e, saŷ /2 < £ < e, and we obtain a unique mapping h = (hy, hr) :
(ii) h is continuous;
But by interchanging the role of / and /' we also infer the existence of a unique mapping h such that h o f = f o h and with similar properties as h. Combining these two we can write Now it is straightforward to check that the desired estimates can be redone.
Remark. -Recent techniques of S. van Strien [15] in the case V = one point and E = R 71 give an indication that the extra assumption might be superfluous. Put U = |J Ux. As (7 is a neighbourhood of A we know that there exists 
Conjugacy near an invariant submanifold of V.
If we want to replace {(0,0)} in Theorem 1 by an invariant submanifold YI of V towards which we allow contractive as well as expansive behavior, then things become more complicated.
Let us describe the situation in the next theorem, without being too precise for the moment. Let V\ C V be an /-invariant submanifold on which / is "almost" not expansive, that is |r(/|yi)| < 1 + rj for a "very smalF T) > 0. The manifold Vi will play the role of {(0,0)} in Theorem 1. We do not ask that V\ is compact, because we also want to cover cases like the following. Suppose f.i. that V\ is a compact /-invariant manifold on which r(/[yi)| ^1+77, and suppose that there exists an invariant manifold Vi with Vi C V \ C V such that the normal bundle N^ of Vi in YI is contracted by T/, i.e. |M(/)| < 1.
r^t
Then on a neigbourhood of V\ in V i we still have that the norm of the derivative is <: 1 + T]. We want to let this neighbourhood take over the role of V\. So we allow open manifolds. Hence we have to impose extra conditions on / and its derivatives such as uniform continuity, boundedness etc. This is not too restrictive, since the applications we have in mind concern neighbourhoods of compact manifolds. By presenting the theorem in this way we avoid unnecessary repetitions of arguments in the proof of it. We will assume that the Riemannian manifold V\ has a strictly positive radius of injectivity for the exponential mapping. If we want to apply the theorem to neighbourhoods of compact manifolds this is no problem if we make a decent rescaling using diffeomorphisms mapping ]-£,£[ to R (e small). See further on for the details. Proof. -a) An "almost" diagonalization ofT(f\V x {0}) along Vi.
For shortness sake let us denote / = f\V x {0} = f'\V x {0}.
We consider V\ as a submanifold of V and look at its normal bundle.
Let Ty^V be the restriction of the tangent bundle TV to Vi. We would like to have a C 2 splitting
Tv,V=TVi@N such that for ^i e V\ the tangent map Dfy^: T^V -^ Tf^V has, with respect to this splitting, a matrix of the form
Df,
with |B('yi)| < o-, where a is any given "small" number. We will need this in the estimates further on in the proof. First of all remark that the zero entry is a trivial consequence of the invariance of V\ for /; also the diagonal elements are independent of the N in the splitting. So the point is to find a decent representative N for the normal bundle Ty^ V/TV^ of Vi 228 PATRICK BONCKAERT in V. From [5] or [14] and from the assumption that for all ^i,^ € V\ :
i"î t follows that Ty^V has a continuous jD/-invariant splitting
Ty,V=TV^@N\
First of all, like in [5] , [14] 
r^^r^yie^+^KA^)
where I denotes the identity. Let (7* denote the continuous linear bundle map obtained in [5] , [14] hence, for some M > 0 :
and this is smaller than a\n\ provided a' is small enough. So from now on we assume that |2?('yi)| < a for all v\ C Vi.
In the usual way we can identify a small neighbourhood of V\ in V with a neighbourhood of the zero section in N : see for example [5] , [8] , [12] . This defines a coordinate system (^1,^2) ^ V\ x R in the neighbourhood of Vi x {0} in V-i x R of the form V^x] -e,e[ for some e > 0. In this coordinate system all the assumptions of the theorem remain valid since the exponential mapping preserves the distance to Vi; moreover in this coordinate system we have l^^i, 0,0)| <a. dv'2 b) A "bumping off" construction for f and f.
Since we only claim a conjugacy on a uniform neighbourhood of V\ x {(0,0)} in M we may modify / and /' outside such a uniform neighbourhood as follows. We may assume that Vi is connected. 
(hi) W 6 R : |r'(f)| < 1.
We denote, for e > 0, vs € R and r 6 R :
Instead of / and /' we will consider, for e > 0, the maps fe resp. f[ defined as follows (we only give the definition for fe since f[ is treated similarly). We put The Proof of this lemma and of the rest of the theorem is now to a large extent similar to the proof of Theorem 3, and is hence omitted. Let us just mention that the operator P is to be taken as follows : The Proof is almost a copy of the preceding one. Let us indicate where the extra assumption is used. In order to let the estimates in work, we made a cut off construction for the operator P in the v^ -direction. For this purpose we need the fact that, for large r, /2 (^i, ^2, r) is independent of ^i and r. This was achieved by the "bumping off" construction in part b) of the proof. Now in this construction we use the extra assumption for higher dimensions. Note that, for p = 1, assumption (3) 
Application.
First a new preliminaries. According to [8] , Chapter VII. par. 3, any Hilbert bundle which is trivializable as a vector bundle is Hilbert isomorphic to a trivial Hilbert bundle (i.e. with a constant inner product on each fiber); let us explain this in more detail. Let TT : E -> V be a vector bundle over the base space V, isomorphic to V x H, where Jf, (.,.) is a Hilbert space and such that for each x C V there is an inner product (., .)x on H. There exists a continuous linear map Ax : H -^ H such that This means that the splitting of the normal bundle of Vi in V, i.e. Nf © A^f, is isomorphic in the sense of vector bundle morphisms (see [8] ) to Vi x Vy, x Vs for some fixed vector spaces Vy, and Vs. For any x e Vi put i,./ = r/,|r,yi As we have explained we can find a C 2 vector bundle isomorphism (f> : N -» N such that (f>^g is constant, that is, on Vs^Vu and E have a fixed inner product. Let us prove the theorem for (f>^f and (f)^f and let us denote these diffeomorphisms again / and /'. According to [5] there exists invariant manifolds for f\V near Vi, more precisely, there exist unique C 2 invariant manifolds W 8 and W^ tangent at Vi to V\ x Vs resp. to V\ x Vu. Let Vs(e) denote the ball of radius e in Vg.
Up to C 2 change of coordinates ("straightening out the invariant manifold") we may, and do, assume that the stable manifold W 8 is locally equal to Vi x Vs(e). Let us write / = (fi,fs,fu,fr) with respect to the product YI x Vs x Vy, x E, and similarly for /'. Let a" > ao' be close to a'o. If e is small enough then we can find a' > 1 such that for all
